Let R be a Riemann surface and {R^}(n === 0, 1, 2, . . .) be its exhaustion. We suppose Kerekjarto-Stoilow's topology S is defined on R + B? where B is the set of all ideal boundary components. Also we suppose Martin's topology M is defined over R -Ry + A as follows :
K(z, p,) dist (pi, pa) == sup .eR<-B, 1 + K(., p,) 1 + K(^, p,) pi, p2 e R -Ro + A, where K(po, p) = 1, po e Ri -Ro and A is the set of the ideal boundary points. We denote by AI the set of all minimal boundary points in A. Let y be a boundary component. If there exists a sequence {^} in R -Ro such that z^ -s^-p (convergence relative to S) and -M^ p (relative to M), we say p lies over y. We denote by V(y) the set of Martin's points over p. Let G be an end of a Riemann surface R with null boundary. Let F,(i -1, 2, .. .)(F, n F, = 0 for i ^ /) be a compact continuum in G such that {FJ clusters nowhere in R and G / ==G-F/F===^Ft\ is connected.
We call G' a lacunary end. Let p be a boundary component 
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Proof. -Let E^ : m = 1, 2, . . ., be a closed set such that E,, c E», dist (&E,,, E) > 0, E^E and 6E» consists of a finite number of analytic curves. Let {Q,} : ra == 1, 2 be an exhaustion of D-E in the direction of OO'-E satisfying conditions. a) OQ, -E^ is compact in Q and (Q,, n EJ consists of a finite number of components for any n and m and f^'n/ Q -E as re-^ oo.
)
a^n n 6i2 = &Q n E and OQ, nQnE==QnE for any n. an d U^(w) is continuous and subharmonic in C(f(E,n)) by putting U^(w) == 0 in C(/*(E^)). For any given number n by (c) there exists a number m{n) such that Put i^ = (^ n RJ --F. Let U,(z) be a harmonic function in ^ such that U^(z) = (?(!:) on (bO --F) n R^ = 0 on (F n bQ) + (bR, n 0) + (F n 0). Then U,(z) /^ U(z). Let G^, z) be a Green's function of £1'^ Then
Since -G^, z) / -G(^, z) on 50, we have Lemma 2.
Let Di =» Dg be two domains. Let U be a positive harmonic function in D^, We denote by rU the greatest subharmonic function in D2 vanishing on <)Da not larger than U. Let V be a positive harmonic function in Dg vanishing on 5 Da except at most a set of capacity zero. We denote by sV the least positive superharmonic function in Di larger than V. Then the following are well known. If U, / U, rU = lim rU,. In the sequel we suppose R is a Riemann surface with null boundary and Martin's topology M is defined over
point in Ri -Ro and G(z, p) is a Green's function of R -Ro. We remark there exist consts. M and N such that M > G(z, po) > N > 0 in R -Rg. Let G be an end in R -RO and let G' be a lacunary end such that
Degree of irregularity 8(p)(p e G + Ai) at p. Let G 7^, qo) (^o is a fixed point in G 7 n R^) be a Green's function of G'. We define 8(p) as follows : 
: e ^+1
Proof of 1. -Let {z^} be a subsequence of {zj such that G(z, z^) -^ a harmonic function G(z). Then 
{^q,)=S(p).
Hence G{z, z^) -> a uniquely determined positive minimal harmonic function in G' -p denoted jby G'(z, p). Now
Thus we have 2).
We shall discuss the behaviour of Green's functions of a planar domain. Let Q be a domain in the z-sphere such that Q has a Green's function G(z, p). Let ^ be a fixed point in Q and v{to) be^a neighbourhood of to in 0. and put 
3) Let V{z) be a potential U(z) == J. G(2;, gr) dpi (g) and 
G{z, p) ^ G(z, p).

Clearly there exists a const. L such that
LN'/M ^ G(z, p) ^ G{z, p) on C^(p). Hence L ^ G{z, p) on Cp(p) for any neighbourhood ^(p). Hence we have 2).
Proof of 3). Case 1. p e 0.. Let ^(p) == {z:\z -p\ < l/n^} such that ^{p) c= £2. Then G(z, q) = G{z, q) + H(^, g) or G(z, 9) according as q e p(p) or qi=^(p), where G 7^, g) is a Green's function of <>(p) and H(;s, g) and G(z, q): q ^ y{p) are least positive harmonic functions in ^(p) such that H(z, q) = G(z, g) and ^ G(z, gr) = G(z, g) on Op(p).
Since for any q and any neighbourhood p(g) there exists a const. L{q, ^(gr)) such that G(z, g) < L(g, p(^)) on C^(q) and since ()^(p) is compact, there exists a const. L such that H(z, q) ^ L and G(z, q){q ^ ^(p)) ^ L on
n/P) c: ^(P) : ^i > ^o-Hence: 
G^z, p) ^ G(z, p) ^ V(z) = f^ G{z, q) d^(q)
+ f^ H(^ q) ^ {q) + f^ G(z, q) d^ {q) f^ Gf^ ?) ^ (?) + L / ^ in ^(p).
EG^, {z,})
is minimal in 0. -w* and = aG^w, w*) : 0 < a ^ 1.
In fact by Lemma 4
and by the minimality of G"'(w, w*) EG'(z, {z.}) == aG"(w, w*) and EG'(z, {zj) is minimal in Q -w*. Then Un(z) / G(z). By proposition 2
where M == max G{z, qo) : w = f{z).
•ebRB y proposition 1
Now w* G C and C n ^ /•(p,) = 0. G^w, w*) has mass at w*y on the other hand, the term on the right hand has no mass at w*. At first we define R and G as follows. Since spherical area of f{G) < oo, we can find a number HQ such that spherical area of f{G f n (R -RJ) < 7 -and OR,, n F == 0.
Evidently f(G' n (R -RnJ) does not cover a set E of positive capacity. Now f{z) is analytic on ^R^, .Remark. -The ameliorations of this paper appear [6] .
